
 ACE8 Series  Class 10 Cleanroom / ESD
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-The font is lower case optima for the “g” and “k”!!
-The font for “chairs” is optima.!!
-This will be an interior sign on a wall. What do you recommend for material? It will be hanging in drywall. Do you think the cast 
metal will be too heavy? Is there a better alternative that is cheaper, but does not look cheap? !!
-g and k will be approx. 20” tall and 1” thick. !!
-Chairs will be approx. 6” tall and 1” thick. It would be alright if chairs was 3/4” thick depending on what you can do. 

Specifications:


Seat:  Vacuum formed, sealed air exchange seat & 
bladder  (18 1/2”W x 17”D)  (R) 
Back:  Vacuum formed, sealed air exchange back & 
bladder  (18”W x 16”H)  (Q) 
Upholstery:  ESD vinyl upholstery 
BT control w/cover:  2 levers - Seat height, back angle.  
Back height adjusted w/knob 
Cylinder:  Chrome plated w/sealed ends and filters 
Footring:  20” diameter, adjustable, chrome (for bench 
heights only) 
Base:  28” diameter aluminum base 
Casters:  2” conductive chrome hooded, steel caster 
ESD Package

Cleanroom Class 10 Package 
Weight capacity:  300 lbs 

The Class 10 Cleanroom / ESD Chair provides 
maximum comfort while meeting current 
Cleanroom Class 10 Standards.  Our Class 10 
chairs incorporate an air exchange bladder 
system to protect against particulate 
outgassing, as well as our standard ESD 
Package.
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Options:
Seat Height Range - Multiple height ranges available 
   Model ACE845 - approx 17 1/2” to 22” 
     (desk ht) 
   Model ACE865 - approx 19” to 25 1/2” 
     (low bench ht) 
   Model ACE880 - approx 22” to 29 1/2” 
     (mid bench ht) 
   Model ACE890 - approx 25 1/2” to 35 1/2” 
     (high bench ht) 

Casters - Selection of casters & glides  

PN:  ACE880BT-RQ-V901-R20-A28P-26 POL
(Model pictured may not be standard model.)

PN:  ACE845BT-RQ-V901-A28P-07 POL
(Model pictured may not be standard model.)
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